Video Conference Hardware
with the Intel NUC

Communication is
key to an effective
Business
– Its more difficult to communicate with WFH. Phone
calls, conferences, emails and texts.
– Efficiency takes a hit because of adaptation to
what’s new.
– And no checks and balance for what your staff are
doing.

In a world of Zoom
and Webex, Why?
Freemium Model
 Entice users with something usable but
limited.
 Pay for a more usable service

Issues
 40-60 minute meetings? Most meetings
last longer (setup included)
 No guarantees of service. After all, its
free…(like oops @Webex we deleted
the VM for it or Zoom and Teams down
in May 2020)
 Privacy? Zoom calls routed to China. 6
digit numeric password with unlimited
concurrent ability to “guess” so easily
breakable

Real Cost of “Free”
Published Rates:







Zoom $14.99-$19.99/host/month
Google Meets $4.20 - $25/user/month
Microsoft Teams $5.00 - $20/user/month
EZTalks - $10 - $50/host/month
Cisco Webex $13.5 - $26.95/host/month
Skype Free (but difficult to use poor
support)

Real Costs?
 Office with 5 hosts
 @5$/host = $300
 @14/host = $840
 5 Classrooms 13 grades
 @$5/host = $3900
 @$14/host = $10920

Quick Introduction to WebRTC
(Real Time Communications)
There are three major topologies for conferencing systems:

1) Peer to Peer Viber/Skype/Whatsapp
2) MCU Multipoint Conference Unit (Zoom/Cisco)
3) SFU Selective Forwarding Unit (Google Hangouts/Meets)

Quick Introduction to WebRTC
(Real Time Communications)
Peer To Peer
Advantages: Cheap to implement and is serverless
Disadvantage: Once you get past 3 or more the point to point
mesh becomes unwieldy.

Quick Introduction to WebRTC
(Real Time Communications)
Multipoint Conference Unit (MCU)
Everyone sends out a high bitrate stream, the MCU decodes it
converts it to the right resolution constructs the video window
with all the participants and sends out a single composed
“broadcast” stream to each participant

Quick Introduction to WebRTC
(Real Time Communications)
Multipoint Conference Unit (MCU)
Advantage is one stream out one stream in. Lower bandwidth
and processing at the client side.
Disadvantage - Central servers required high CPU resources
and costly when scaled. Imagine doing decodes of all the videos
and re-encoding them in real time to make the single window
video. This is a very costly endeavor to scale. This is done per
room. Also if its not WebRTC compatible you need a client.

Quick Introduction to WebRTC
(Real Time Communications)
Selective Forwarding Unit - SFU
SFU asks the client to send out 3 encodes of their same video.
These are then sent to a server which selectively forwards the
appropriate stream to the end user. So effectively what the SFU
server is doing is just forwarding packets based on endpoint
capability and with the presenter at a higher bitrate.

Quick Introduction to WebRTC
(Real Time Communications)
Selective Forwarding Unit - SFU
That means higher outbound bandwidth as you are streaming
out 3 bitrates of your video, plus on the receiving side you are
receiving all the individual streams of the participants. So we
trade off big CPU resources for bandwidth and distributing the
load back to the client. But most clients cpe’s now have the
horsepower to do the decodes for a “reasonable” number of
streams.

Quick Introduction to WebRTC
(Real Time Communications)
Selective Forwarding Unit - SFU
But what about 30-100 participants???? Wow my cpu can’t
handle that! TRUE…
But remember there is a
signaling protocol to route
what bandwidth is sent
to you….
So managing it can reduce
Both CPU and data

Quick Introduction to WebRTC
(Real Time Communications)
Selective Forwarding Unit - SFU
Advantages – Lower server CPU requirements, can handle
thousands of participants with a single server. For scalability this
is a good solution. No client needed. WebRTC support built into
Chrome Firefox Safari etc.
Disadvantage – Higher BANDWIDTH and higher load at the
endpoint.
However endpoints now are powered enough to decode 10-20
streams concurrently (one large video the rest are low bitrate).
Also bandwidth is LOCAL. You don’t have to stream all the way
to HK/SG/USA for this. Mitigation of the bandwidth and CPU at
the endpoint can be managed by “smart” selection.

MediaConf
What is MediaConf?
SFU based Video Conferencing Hardware Appliance
Optimized Embedded OS
Easy to manage using a Web Interface
Low cost of startup Low cost of operation.

MediaConf
What is MediaConf?
MediaConf Lite – upto 10 concurrent users in a single room
NUC BOXNUC7PJYH1 June Canyon 4GRam 128GSSD
MediaConf Standard – upto 20 concurrent users with three rooms
NUC BXNUC10I5FNH1June Canyon 8GRam 256GSSD
MediaConf Enterprise – upto100 concurrent users in a room
Dell i9/Xeon 16G 500GSSD 2TB HDD
*conditions apply based on number of actual videos bitrate etc…

MediaConf
MediaConf Benefits - Cost
 Unlimited usage with no monthly bill.
 The solution is designed to allow more communication
without the huge costs of counting hosts or minutes of use.
 Easier communications in the new normal.
 Productivity increase.

MediaConf
MediaConf Benefits – Less Support
 Appliance solution - configure the server with a browser no
additional software required. (yank-the-plug device)
 IT resources can be better focused at other tasks.
 Just install an SSL certificate (can use Letscrypt which is free
for 90 days and system will auto renew) based on a FQDN.
 No clients for Firefox, Chrome, Safari no additional software
on desktops with these as the browsers are WebRTC
compliant.

MediaConf
MediaConf Benefits – Focus
 MediaConf just does one thing. Give you a good video
conferencing service.
 Unlike the all in one services tie your users up with offerings
for services such as disk space, email, messaging, hosting
etc, etc, MediaConf is focused only video conferencing and
does it well.

MediaConf
MediaConf Benefits – Bandwidth
 Yes SFU consumes more bandwidth with larger numbers of
participants, however it manages the bandwidth so users
who are not speaking send out only the low bandwidth
streams.
 This bandwidth is LOCAL. As most of your participants are
local as well you are only consuming local bandwidth, and
not international data. This means a more responsive
conference as the connection does not have to go abroad.

MediaConf
MediaConf Benefits – No limits
 Most freemium services limit how much time you are allowed
to use the service. It can pay for itself in a year.
 Use this service without time limits. You can leave it all day
and have a better communicative experience with your team
members.
 Go from 10, 100 or 1000 concurrent (note limits per room)
 For huge meetings MediaConf can link itself to your Youtube
account and broadcast as a Youtube live stream.

MediaConf
MediaConf Benefits – Security
 Many issues have been raised about some services that
have rowdy participants. Injecting unwanted materials and
disrupting meetings.
 Support OpenVPN option (establish a VPN connection)
 Authentication of hosts and users in 3 modes:
 Host/User Login
 Host Login Users with Unified Password
 Host Login User with No password (anonymous)

MediaConf
Features
• Easy to use. Just open a HTML page no apps for WebRTP
browsers such as Chrome, Firefox Safari etc..
• Runs on IOS, Android, Mac, Windows and Linux (Mobile platforms
will require an app download)
• Application or Desktop Screen sharing (PC/Mac)
• No limits on duration or participants, but limits are determined by
bandwidth and hardware.
• Youtube sharing of videos.

MediaConf
Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kick out or mute participants individually or globally.
Access control for users allowed to host conferences.
Password support for secured sessions.
VPN support and can work with dynamic DNS.
Raise hand support.
Allow participants to manage video quality.
Youtube broadcast

MediaConf
Features
• Logo insertion in main video window.
• Embedded appliance and firmware based architecture, resulting in
reduced maintenance requirements for conferencing equipment.
• Reliable IoT/Embedded hardware with small form factor.
• Support for local chat and private chat.
• Support for multiple rooms with multiple participants.
• Web interface to manage device.

MediaConf

SFU Some Caveats - Large Meetings

For large meetings lets say 100 participants all doing video and audio,
the number of streams INBOUND to the server = 100 (actually its 300
because of 3 bitrates but for the sake of a number lets say one high
bitrate and 99 small bitrate streams are sent).
Going out of the server will be 100 streams of the 99 other
participants to your client (ouch…). So we expect 100x99 streams
OUTBOUND. Also note that a client cannot handle 99 concurrent
stream decodes and bandwidth as well….
So the server will have to handle 10K streams, which is not possible.
But note if say, 500 people are meeting in 2 person meetings, you
only have 2 inbound and 2 outbound per meeting x 250 conference
rooms = 500 inbound and 500 outbound .

SFU Some Caveats - Large Meetings

So how can we address large meetings?
a) Don’t have everyone do Video and Audio. This reduces the
concurrent streams and allows the system to handle many
participants but not as much resources.
b) If you really want to run a large meeting, it would be difficult to
manage 100 people speaking. So, we can allow MediaConf to
stream to a Youtube channel. This creates a single broadcast that
everyone can download separately, reducing the NxN-1 matrix of
streams and saving you bandwidth.
a) Limit the number of video windows in the client. By force setting
the max video window parameter which in turn shows the last few
speakers on the screen. This reduces what is sent out to clients.

SFU Some Caveats - Large Meetings

So how can we address large meetings?
Another way is to create multiple video bridges. Bridges come in two
modes. Linked or unlinked. If they are linked, a single conference can
be hosted across multiple bridges, which in turn distribute the I/O load
to a more reasonable level across several pieces of hardware.
Authentication has to be shared across the video bridges. You can
create star, mesh, tree and branch configurations with these.

SFU Some Caveats - Large Meetings

So how can we address large meetings?
Although multiple bridges add LATENCY, the performance of the
bridge is such that if there is a disruption locally between caller A and
Server 1 the response to retransmit is much faster so actually
performance of recovering from dropped data is actually much better
with bridges in this situation.

Thank You!
Contact us at sales@v-ecom.com

